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based hydrogel and its application in urea
detection†
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A new type of pH-responsive indole-based (4-HINF) hydrogel, fabricated by a sol–gel method, was utilized

as a platform for colorimetric detection of urea in aqueous solution. The colorimetric sensor was

established by virtue of the synergistic effect of cation–p interaction and hydrogen bonding with good

regenerative ability. The results exhibited linear response in the range of 0–10 mM with a limit of

detection of 10 mM. The prepared 4-HINF hydrogel possessed high selectivity to pH change under

complicated environments ensuring further applications in environmental and bio-systems.
1. Introduction

Urea, a metabolic product of animals and a fertilizer of plants,
plays crucial roles in the development of chemistry and
biochemistry. An abnormal urea level in blood and urine may
cause many diseases, such as urinary tract obstruction,
nephritic syndrome, and cachexia.1–4 Additionally, the hydro-
lysis of urea will generate ammonium (NH4

+) and bicarbonate
ions (HCO3

�), inducing a pH increase in the aqueous
medium.2,4 A slight pH uctuation can largely affect the kinetics
of a biochemical reaction.5–7 For instance, abnormal pH values
in humans are frequently in connection with metabolic disor-
ders.8 In agriculture, high urea concentration generally causes
serious environmental and economic problems, such as soil
alkalization and loss of nitrogen. Therefore, urea detection is
signicantly important in elds ranging from the food industry
and environmental monitoring to clinical chemistry. Currently,
a variety of sensors have been developed to detect urea, which
are based on detecting pH change generated by the hydrolysis
reaction of urea, including uorescent sensors,9–11 elec-
trodes,12,13 and colorimetric sensors.3,14,15 Among these sensors,
colorimetric probes have attracted increasing attention because
they can be easily read by the naked eye and intuitively
discriminated in a simple way.14,15

Recently, pH-sensitive hydrogels have been extensively
investigated for their potential applications in detection and
controlled release systems.16–19 There is a considerable interest
in developing responsive hydrogels using noncovalent bonding,
such as hydrogen bonding, hydrophobic effect, and cation–p
interactions.20–23 Cation–p interaction, a noncovalent
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interaction between an electron-rich p aromatic system (e.g.,
phenylalanine, tyrosine, and tryptophan (Trp)) and a positively
charged cation (e.g., Na+ and K+), has received considerable
attention, due to their vital roles in many research areas,
including biology, organic synthesis, and molecular recogni-
tion.22,23 Indole, the side-chain substituent of Trp, is a versatile
reactive material for cation–p interaction. An increasingly large
number of research groups are focusing on construction of
indole-based responsive materials.24,25 Previously, our research
group has reported a series of smart materials by using indole
as original materials.26–29 To the best of our knowledge, there is
no report in the literature on 4-hydroxyindole (4-HIN) based
hydrogel with pH response.

In this work, we prepared 4-HINF hydrogel via sol–gel
method (Fig. 1a). It was found that the optical and color prop-
erties of 4-HINF hydrogel responded to pH strongly due to the
Fig. 1 (a) Fabrication of 4-HINF hydrogel. (b) The proposed mecha-
nism of sensing for pH and urea by 4-HINF hydrogel.
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host–guest interactions (cation–p interaction and hydrogen
bonding). The adjustability of hydrogen bonding and cation–p
interaction conferred the 4-HINF hydrogel remarkable recycla-
bility (Fig. 1b). On the basis of this nding, a colorimetric
sensor for urea in water system was developed.
2. Experimental
2.1 Materials and measurements

4-HIN was synthesized according to the reported method,30 (the
synthetic process and characterization were detailed in the ESI,
Fig. S1–S3†). Formaldehyde aqueous (HCHO, 37%), sodium
carbonate anhydrous (Na2CO3, AR), N-methylpyrrolidone (NMP,
AR), hydrochloric acid (HCl, 12 M), potassium phosphate
monobasic (KH2PO4, AR), sodium hydroxide (NaOH, AR),
disodium phosphate dodecahydrate (Na2HPO4$12H2O, AR),
urea (NH2CONH2, AR), urease (Mr ¼ 483 000), sodium chloride
(NaCl, AR), iron(III) chloride hexahydrate (FeCl3$6H2O), calcium
chloride anhydrous (CaCl2, AR), potassium chloride (KCl, AR),
ammonium sulfate ((NH4)2SO4, AR) and ascorbic acid (AA, AR)
were used as received. Fourier-transform infrared (FT-IR)
spectra were conducted on the Nicolet-5700 FT-IR spectrom-
eter. 1H NMR spectra were performed on Bruker AV-400 spec-
trometer at 400 MHz in DMSO-d6 (d 2.50 ppm). Solid-state 13C
NMR spectrum was conducted on a Bruker Avance III 400 NMR
spectrometer. The scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images
were made on an Ultra 55 microscope system. The transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) image was obtained by using the
TECNAI F20 system. The absorbance spectrum was measured
on a SolidSpec-3700 spectrometer. X-ray photoelectron spec-
troscopy (XPS) was performed on the Escalab 250Xi system. X-
ray diffraction (XRD) pattern was obtained with a X'Pert PRO
X-ray diffractometer.
2.2 Preparation of 4-HINF hydrogel

4-HIN (0.532 g, 4 mmol) was dissolved in NMP (6mL), deionized
water (2 mL) and HCHO aqueous (650 mL) were mixed under
vigorously stirred for 10 min. Then, Na2CO3 aqueous (4 mL, 10
mM) was added to the mixture and stirred for 20 min. The
obtained solution (approximately 1.5 mL) was transferred into
ampoule bottles (5.0 mL) and aged at 70 �C for 6 h. To remove
any residue raw materials completely, 4-HINF hydrogel was
washed with acetone and deionized water for 3 days, respec-
tively. The nal dried gel was obtained by freeze-dried for
further testing.
Fig. 2 (a–d) were the SEM images of 4-HINF hydrogel. (e) and (f) were
the TEM images of 4-HINF hydrogel.
2.3 Rheological properties

The dynamic rheological properties, including time depen-
dence sweep, dynamic strain sweep, dynamic frequency sweep
and dynamic temperature sweep of 4-HINF hydrogel were
carried out with an ARES-G2 Rheometer using plate-and-plate
a geometry (diameter 25 mm) with a proper gap. The shear
storage or elastic modulus (G0) as well as the shear loss or
viscous modulus (G00) were measured.
24300 | RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 24299–24304
2.4 Response to pH

Solutions with different pH values (7.0, 8.0, 9.0, 10.0, 11.0, 12.0
and 13.0) were used to investigate the pH-sensitivity of 4-HINF
hydrogel. The ionic strength of various pH solutions was
controlled to be 0.1 M by adjusting NaCl content. The pH values
were adjusted by HCl (0.1 M) and NaOH (0.1 M) solution, and
precisely determined using a pH-meter (pHS-3C+). Then, the 4-
HINF hydrogel (1.0 g) was added into the pH solutions (5.0 mL)
for 5 min. The nal 4-HINF hydrogel was freeze-dried overnight
for optical testing.

2.5 Colorimetric detection of urea

Urease (100 mL, 15 U mL�1)and urea (100 mL) with different
concentrations (0, 2, 5, 10, 20, 40, 50 and 100 mM) were added
into PBS buffer solution (800 mL, 10 mM, pH ¼ 7.40), and the
solutions were incubated in a 37 �C bath for 30 min. Subse-
quently, 4-HINF hydrogels (1.0 g) were immersed into the above
solutions which were further incubated for 5 min. Then, the
optical spectrum was measured.

3. Results and discussion
3.1 Characterization of 4-HINF hydrogel

The FT-IR spectrum of 4-HINF hydrogel was shown in Fig. S4a.†
The peak around 3405 cm�1 was assigned to the stretching
vibration of phenolic hydroxyl and indole amine groups. The
peak around 2923 cm�1 corresponded to the stretching vibra-
tion of methylene, the peaks at about 1626, 1432, 1382, 1239,
and 1028 cm�1 were assigned to the vibrations of aromatic ring
skeleton. In the solid-state 13C NMR spectrum (Fig. S4b†), the
peak at 131 ppm was ascribed to the central core phenyl carbon
of phenyl ring carbons. The broad peaks at 146 and 126–
112 ppm were ascribed to the indole group carbons. The char-
acteristic absorption of the methylene carbons between two
indole groups were observed at about 26 and 68 ppm. The XRD
spectrum (Fig. S5†) revealed the 4-HINF hydrogel did not exhibit
any crystalline pattern. Amorphous hydrogels were frequently
obtained when synthesized by chemical crosslinking method.31

Fig. 2a–d illustrated the SEM images of 4-HINF hydrogel, it
could be seen that a uniform network was formed by stacking
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
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small volume spherical particles. The average size of the
spherical particles was 60–100 nm. TEM images displayed the
microstructure of 4-HINF hydrogel (Fig. 2e and f). The results
conrmed the formation of cross-link between indole ring
chains with formaldehyde.
Fig. 4 (a) Optical spectra of 4-HINF hydrogel at different pH value. (1)
pH ¼ 7.0 and (2) pH ¼ 13.0. The inset was the corresponding color
change image. (b) XPS spectra of 4-HINF and 4-HINF–NaOH. (c)
Absorption spectra of 4-HIN in the absence and presence of equi-
molar amount of NaOH. The blue line displayed the corresponding
difference spectrum for 4-HIN–Na+. (d) Image and (e) optical spectra
of 4-HINF hydrogel after different cycle.
3.2 Rheological properties of the 4-HINF hydrogel

The time-dependent rheological properties of 4-HINF hydrogel
in the formation process were investigated at 70 �C (Fig. 3a). The
strain amplitude (g) and frequency (u) were 1.0% and 6.28 rad
s�1, respectively. During short times, sols behaved as pure
viscous liquids. With longer times, the mixture gelled, and
a sudden increase in viscoelastic moduli (molecular weight
gone to innity) was observed at around 30 min. The G0 and G00

conrmed the hydrogel-like behaviour,32,33 and the hydrogel
exhibited purple-red color (Fig. 4a). As time gone by, the curves
of both moduli continue to increase until they reached
a maximum value and stabilization aer 6 h, revealing the
complete formation of a polymeric structure. The values of G0,
G00, complex viscosity magnitude (h*) and gelation time (tg) were
shown in Table S1.† Before the dynamic viscoelastic measure-
ment, the linear viscoelastic region (LVR) was discussed by
performing the g from 0.01 to 100% at u ¼ 6.28 rad s�1 at T ¼
25 �C, as shown in Fig. 3b. In the LVE range (g < 1.2%), the G0

was greater than G00 for 4-HINF hydrogel, demonstrating that
the total structural strength of hydrogel generally increased.34

Frequency dependent at constant strain and temperature (g ¼
1.0% and T ¼ 25 �C) oscillatory shear rheology of the 4-HINF
hydrogel (Fig. 3c) exhibited that the plateau-like G0 was domi-
nant over the G00 and no crossover point was observed, indi-
cating a hydrogel-like behaviour.34 To understand the behavior
at different energy states, 4-HINF hydrogel was subjected to
a temperature sweep study. Fig. 3d displayed the temperature
dependence of G0 and G00 for 4-HINF hydrogel under the
Fig. 3 Dynamic viscoelastic performance (G0 and G00) of 4-HINF
hydrogel. (a) Time dependence at g ¼ 1.0%, u ¼ 6.28 rad s�1 and T ¼
70 �C. (b) Strain dependence at u ¼ 6.28 rad s�1 and T ¼ 25 �C. (c)
Frequency dependence at g ¼ 1.0% and T ¼ 25 �C. (d) Temperature
dependence during a heating–cooling–heating circle (10–70–10–70
�C) at g ¼ 1.0% and u ¼ 6.28 rad s�1.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
heating–cooling–heating process (10–70–10–70 �C) at u ¼ 6.28
rad s�1 and g ¼ 1.0%. During the entire heating–cooling–
heating circle, G0 was throughout higher than G00, indicating the
completion of gelation and an elastic hydrogel network. Starting
from 10 to 45 �C in the rst heating process, the moduli were
roughly independent of temperature, and yet G0 decreased very
slightly with elevation of temperature, suggesting the stable
cross-linking structure.35 The moduli increased gradually with
further increase of temperature from 45 to 70 �C, which might
be caused by the formation of a denser network. In addition to
the water evaporation factor, the increased physical cross-
linking at elevated temperature also contributed to the posi-
tive dependence of moduli on the temperature ranging from 45
to 70 �C (known as thermal-induced hardening of hydrogels).36
3.3 Mechanism for pH and urea sensing

The sensing module that responded to pH and urea by 4-HINF
hydrogel was illustrated in Fig. 1b. Indole, the side chains of the
Trp, could participate non-covalent interactions both hydrogen
bonding and cation–p interaction via indole amine and the p

electric system, respectively. In this procedure, cation ions (e.g.,
Na+ and NH4

+) oriented above the indole ring plane forming
cation–indole complex, and the p electron density of indole
shied toward the cations,37,38 leading to a charge decit in the
indole highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO). Subse-
quently, the electron in HOMO-2 of indole transferred to the
HOMO, and the radical character of cation–p interaction
stemming from the electrostatic dislocation,39–41 which resulted
in a visible absorption at 500 nm (curve (1) in Fig. 4a). The pKa

for the indole aqueous solution (16.9) was higher than phenolic
hydroxyl,42 so indole amine was not ionized in the basic solution
(pH range from 7.0 to 13.0). Therefore, the cation–indole–OH�
RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 24299–24304 | 24301



Fig. 5 (a) Image of color change and (b) optical spectra of 4-HINF
hydrogels at different pH values. (c) The linear relationship between
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complex by the help of hydrogen bonding of indole amine
would be formed. Moreover, the phenolic hydroxyl group could
be deprotonated to from oxygen anion in the basic condition. It
was reasonable to assume that the binding of deprotonated
hydroxyl group to Na+ was signicant to the Na+ to participate in
the cation–p interaction. The bonding of Na+ by negatively
charged hydroxyl oxygen would partly decreased the oxidative
reactivity of Na+ against the p electron system, which could
further stabilize cation–indole complex. Hence, more stable
cation–indole–OH� complex was formed with the help of
hydrogen bonding between indole amine and OH�. As pH
increasing, the amount of Na+ and OH� increased, resulting in
an increase in the absorbance intensity (curve (2) in Fig. 4a).
Additionally, the color of 4-HINF hydrogel gradually changed
from purple-red to black accompanied by pH value increased
for the host–guest interactions (hydrogen bonding and cation–
p interaction). Interestingly, the cation–p interaction and
hydrogen bonding could be reversibly installed and removed by
adjusting the pH from basic to acidic or neutral. The reason
might be the competitive interaction of H+ and the coordination
effect of hydroxyl group, which would destroy the cation–p
interaction.

The proposed colorimetric sensor for urea was based on
detecting pH change generated by the enzymatic-catalyzed
reaction (eqn (1)):

NH2CONH2 þ 3H2O ��!urease
2HN4

þ þHCO3
� þOH� (1)

The hydrolysis of urea yielded NH4
+, HCO3

� and OH� in the
presence of urease, leading to the increase in pH of solution.
Indole, NH4

+ and OH� formed NH4
+–indole–OH� complex.

Along with the increase of concentration of urea, the amount of
NH4

+ and OH� increased, creating an increasing in the number
and stability of NH4

+–indole–OH� complex. Consequently, the
absorbance increased accompanied by a color altering.

The possibility of the 4-HIN–Na+ interaction in the presence
of OH� was conrmed by XPS analysis (Fig. 4b). Consistent with
their chemical structures, 4-HINF surface contained carbon
(0.37 keV), oxygen (0.53 keV), while the 4-HIN–Na+ surface
contained carbon, oxygen and sodium (1.2 keV). The cation–p
interaction of 4-HIN and Na+ was further tested by UV-vis
absorption spectrum, as shown in Fig. 4c. Comparing to the
spectrum of 4-HIN and 4-HIN–Na+, a negative and a positive
absorption peaks were observed at 217 and 225 nm in the
difference spectrum of 4-HIN–Na+, respectively. The negative/
positive absorption peak pair reected the weakening and
a slight red-shi of the strong Bb transition of the indole
ring.43,44 The similar absorption peak pair above 220/230 nm
was also observed in reported previously other cation–p inter-
action (K+ and Trp indole ring),43 indicating that the 4-HIN–Na+

interaction in the presence of OH� was also could be catego-
rized as cation–p interaction.

The pH response performance of 4-HINF hydrogel exhibited
remarkable reversibility. As illustrated in Fig. 4e, the increase in
absorbance of 4-HINF hydrogel produced by the pH ranging
from 7.0 to 13.0 could be effectively restored via adding HCl to
24302 | RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 24299–24304
revert the pH back from 13.0 to 7.0. Even aer 5 cycles, the color
and absorbance of 4-HINF hydrogel maintained a slight varia-
tion (Fig. 4d and e).

The optical spectrum of the 4-HINF hydrogel in aqueous
solution with different pH values were investigated, as shown in
Fig. 5. The color of 4-HINF hydrogel gradually changed from
purple-red to black. Simultaneously, the system exhibited an
enhancement in A at 500 nm as the pH increased with the linear
relation A ¼ 0.1032pH � 0.2782 (R2 ¼ 0.991). The linear detec-
tion range (7.0–13.0) made the 4-HINF hydrogel a promising
responsive material for application pH detection in water and
biological systems.

3.4 Urea sensing

Then, the application in detection of urea by 4-HINF hydrogel
was explored, as shown Fig. 6a. The pH value of the solutions
containing different concentration of urea gradually increased
from 7.41 to 9.06. The color of 4-HINF hydrogel in corre-
sponding solutions changed from purple to blue purple. The
absorbance of the 4-HINF hydrogels at 500 nm gradually
increased along with the incremental concentration of urea
(Fig. 6b). The calibration curve for A against urea concentration
was linear in the range from 0 to 10 mM and tted the linear
equation A ¼ 0.4871 + 0.00346curea (curea represented the
concentration of urea, R2 ¼ 0.992) (Fig. 6c). The concentration
of urea in blood was about 2.5–7.5 mM.45 Thus, the linear range
of 0–10 mM for urea could full the needs of practical deter-
mination. The limit of detection was 10 mM at a signal-to-noise
ratio of 3 and the relative standard deviation (RSD) was 6.6%,
making the proposed colorimetric sensor was a promising
candidate for biosystem and environmental monitoring.

The selectivity of the proposed assay with different possible
interfering substances was further investigated, as illustrated in
Fig. 7. The relative absorbance (DA ¼ A � A0, where A and A0 are
the absorbance of 4-HINF hydrogel in the absence and presence
of different interferences at 500 nm, respectively.) was used to
study the selectivity. As shown in Fig. 7c, the individual pres-
ence of each kind of some common ions including Na+, K+,
NH4

+, Ca2+ and Fe3+ had negligible inuence on the urea
detection. AA displayed slight interference for the detection of
the A and calibration plots for pH values.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019



Fig. 6 (a) pH value and the color image and (b) optical spectra of 4-
HINF hydrogels at different concentration of urea. (c) The linear rela-
tionship between the A and calibration plots for urea.

Fig. 7 (a) Image of color change; (b) optical spectra; (c) DA of 4-HINF
hydrogels after immersed in urea solution in the presence of different
interfering substances.
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urea because AA would generate H+ with the increase of pH
value. The high selectivity may benet from the hydrolysis
mechanism of urea catalysed by urease, which resulted in a pH
change of solution to give different optical and color response
towards 4-HINF hydrogel.
4. Conclusions

In summary, we have constructed an indole-based pH-
responsive hydrogel (4-HINF) via sol–gel method. Due to the
synergistic effect of cation–p interaction and hydrogen
bonding, the 4-HINF hydrogel exhibited an optical response to
pH change with a satisfactory reversibility. Interestingly, the
pH-responsive performance could be visual detected by making
use of the color change for the host–guest interactions. On this
basis, a colorimetric sensing platform for urea detection was
developed. The linear detection ranged from 0 to 10 mM with
the limit of detection of 10 mM. Moreover, 4-HINF hydrogel
exhibited good selectivity in complicated surroundings. The
good performance for pH and urea sensing suggested that 4-
HINF hydrogel is expected to have great potential applications
in bioassays and environmental monitoring.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
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